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Abstract
We propose a generic categorical framework for learning unknown formal languages of various types
(e.g. finite or infinite words, trees, weighted and nominal languages). Our approach is parametric in
a monad T that represents the given type of languages and their recognizing algebraic structures.
Using the concept of an automata presentation of T-algebras, we demonstrate that the task of
learning a T-recognizable language can be reduced to learning an abstract form of automaton, which
is achieved via a generalized version of Angluin’s L∗ algorithm. The algorithm is phrased in terms
of categorically described extension steps; we provide for a generic termination and complexity
analysis based on a dedicated notion of finiteness. Our framework applies to structures like tree
languages or ω-regular languages that were not within the scope of existing categorical accounts
of automata learning. In addition, it yields new generic learning algorithms for several types of
languages for which no such algorithms were previously known at all, including sorted languages,
nominal languages with name binding, and cost functions.
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1 Introduction
Active automata learning is the task of inferring a finite representation of an unknown formal
language by asking questions to a teacher. Such learning situations naturally arise, e.g., in
software verification, where the “teacher” is some reactive system and one aims to construct a
formal model of it by running suitable tests [51]. Starting with Angluin’s [8] pioneering work
on learning regular languages, active learning algorithms have been developed for countless
types of systems and languages, including ω-regular languages [9, 29], tree languages [27],
weighted languages [12], and nominal languages [40]. Most of these extensions are tailor-made
modifications of Angluin’s L∗ algorithm and thus bear close structural analogies. This has
motivated recent work towards a uniform category theoretic understanding of automata
learning, based on modelling state-based systems as coalgebras for an endofunctor [13,54]. In
the present paper, we propose a novel algebraic approach to automata learning.
Our contributions are two-fold. First, we study the problem of learning an abstract form of
automata: given a pair F a G of adjoint endofunctors on a category D and objects I,O ∈ D ,
an F -automaton is an F -algebra δQ : FQ → Q equipped with morphisms iQ : I → Q and
fQ : Q→ O representing initial and final states. Taking FQ = Σ×Q on Set with I = 1 and
O = {0, 1} yields classical deterministic automata, but also several other notions of automata
FQ
δQ

I
iQ
// Q
fQ
// O
(1)
on finite words (e.g. linear weighted automata, residual non-
deterministic automata, and nominal automata) arise as in-
stances. As our first main result, we devise a generalized L∗
algorithm for F -automata (Section 3), based on alternating
moves along the initial chain for the functor I + F and the final cochain for the functor
O×G. Our generic algorithm subsumes learning algorithms for the above types of automata,
and its analysis yields uniform proofs of their correctness and termination.
We subsequently show that our generalized L∗ algorithm applies far beyond the realm of
automata on finite words: it can be used to learn languages representable by monads [7, 50].
Given a monad T on a category D , we model a language as a map L : TI → O in D . At
this generality, we obtain a concept of a T-recognizable language (i.e. a language recognized
by a finite T-algebra) that captures numerous automata-theoretic classes of languages.
For instance, regular languages and ω-regular languages (the languages accepted by finite
automata and Büchi automata, respectively) are precisely the T-recognizable languages for
monads representing semigroups and Wilke algebras,
T+I = I+ on Set and T∞(I, J) = (I+, I(per) + I∗ × J) on Set2,
where I(per) denotes the set of ultimately periodic infinite words over I. For ω-regular
languages, Farzan et al. [29] proposed an algorithm that learns a language L ⊆ Iω of infinite
words by learning the set of lassos in L, i.e. the regular language of finite words given by
lasso(L) = {u$v : u ∈ I∗, v ∈ I+, uvω ∈ L} ⊆ (I+{$})∗. This approach can be generalized to
arbitrary T-recognizable languages, using the concept of an automata presentation introduced
in Section 4. Such a presentation allows for the linearization of T-recognizable languages,
i.e. a reduction to “regular” languages accepted by finite F -automata for suitable F .
In combination, our results give rise to a generic strategy for learning an unknown T-
recognizable language L : TI → O: (1) find an automata presentation for the free T-algebra
TI, and (2) learn the minimal automaton for the linearization of L using the generalized
L∗ algorithm. This approach turns out to be applicable to a wide range of languages. In
particular, it covers a number of situations for which no learning algorithms are known and
to which existing categorical approaches to automata learning do not apply, including sorted
automata, several versions of nominal automata with name binding, and cost functions.
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Related work. A categorical interpretation of several key concepts in Angluin’s L∗ algorithm
for classical automata was first given by Jacobs and Silva [34], and later extended to F -
automata in a category, i.e. to similar generality as in the present paper, by van Heerdt,
Sammartino, and Silva [53]. Their main result is a categorical framework for correctness
proofs of learning algorithms, while a concrete generic algorithm is not given. It is precisely
this gap that we close in the present work, giving generic notions of hypothesis update as well
as a generic termination proof. Van Heerdt et al. [54] also study learning automata with side
effects modelled via monads; this use of monads is orthogonal to the monad-based abstraction
of algebraic recognition in the present paper. Barlocco, Kupke, and Rot [13] develop an L∗-
type algorithm for set coalgebras (i.e. while some results are proved in categorical generality,
the actual learning algorithm works only for the set-based case), parametric in a coalgebraic
logic. This dimension of generality is orthogonal to ours: via genericity over the branching
type it covers, e.g., bisimilarity quotients of labeled transition systems, but unlike our work
it does not apply to, e.g., nominal languages, ω-languages, or tree languages.
Automata learning can be seen as an interactive version of automata minimization, which
has been extensively studied from a (co-)algebraic perspective [10,14,21,32,52]. In particular,
our chain-based iterative learning algorithm is related to coalgebraic partition refinement [3].
2 Automata in a Category
In this and the following section, we develop a generic iterative learning algorithm that
uniformly applies to various kinds of automata on finite words. To this end, we shall work
with the abstract notion of an automaton given in Definition 2.1 below.
For the rest of this paper, fix a category D , an endofunctor F : D → D , and two objects
I,O ∈ D . We assume that D is equipped with a factorization system (E ,M); that is, E and
M are classes of morphisms such that (i) both E andM are closed under composition and
contain all isomorphisms, (ii) every morphism f has a factorization f = m · e with e ∈ E and
m ∈M, and (iii) the diagonal fill-in property holds: given a commutative square m ·f = g · e
with e ∈ E and m ∈M, there exists a unique morphism d with f = d · e and g = m · d.
I Definition 2.1 (Automaton). An (F -)automaton is given by an object Q ∈ D of states
and morphisms δQ, iQ and fQ as shown in (1). A homomorphism between automata
(Q, δQ, iQ, fQ) and (Q′, δQ′ , iQ′ , fQ′) is a morphism h : Q→ Q′ in D that preserves transitions
(h · δQ = δQ′ · Fh), initial states (h · iQ = iQ′) and final states (fQ = fQ′ · h).
I Example 2.2 (Σ-automata). Suppose that (D ,⊗, ID) is a symmetric monoidal closed
category; that is, D is equipped with a tensor product ⊗ : D × D → D and a tensor unit
ID ∈ D satisfying the usual coherence laws (see e.g. Mac Lane [38]) and the endofunctor
D ⊗− : D → D has a right adjoint (denoted by [D,−]) for every D ∈ D . Choosing the data
F = Σ⊗−, I = ID , and O ∈ D (arbitrary)
for a fixed input alphabet Σ ∈ D yields Goguen’s notion of a Σ-automaton [32]. In our
applications, we shall work with the categories D in Table 1. In the fourth row, K is a field,
and ⊗ is the tensor product of vector spaces representing bilinear maps. In the third row,
we consider semilattices with a least element ⊥ (and morphisms preserving ⊥), and ⊗ is
the tensor product representing bimorphisms, i.e. morphisms h : A⊗B → C correspond to
maps h′ : A×B → C preserving ∨ and ⊥ in each component. For the five categories D in
the table and the output objects O in the last column, Σ-automata are precisely classical
deterministic automata [45], ordered automata [43], semilattice automata [36], linear weighted
automata [28], and nominal automata [15], resp. See Example 2.7 and 2.8 for more details.
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D Objects Morphisms (E ,M) ⊗ ID O
Set sets functions (surject., inject.) × 1 {0, 1}
Pos posets monotone maps (surject., embedding) × 1 {0 < 1}
JSL semilattices semilat. morph. (surject., inject.) ⊗ {0 < 1} {0 < 1}
K-Vec K-vector spaces linear maps (surject., inject.) ⊗ K K
Nom nominal sets equivariant maps (surject., inject.) × 1 {0, 1}
Table 1 Symmetric monoidal closed categories
I Assumptions 2.3. From now on, our data is assumed to satisfy the following conditions:
(1) D is complete and cocomplete.
(2) EveryM-morphism is monic, and every E-morphism is epic.
(3) The unique morphisms ¡ : 0 I and ! : O  1 lie inM and E , respectively.
(4) The functor F : D → D has a right adjoint G : D → D .
(5) The functor F preserves quotients (F (E) ⊆ E), the functor FI = I + F preserves
subobjects (FI(M) ⊆ M) and pullbacks of M-morphisms, and the functor GO = O × G
preserves quotients (GO(E) ⊆ E).
I Example 2.4. Every symmetric monoidal closed category D with F = Σ⊗− satisfies the
Assumption (4): closedness asserts precisely that F has the right adjoint G = [Σ,−]. The
five categories D of Table 1 also satisfy the remaining assumptions.
I Remark 2.5. The key feature of our adjoint setting is that automata can be dually viewed
as algebras and coalgebras for suitable endofunctors. In more detail:
(1) An automaton Q corresponds precisely to an algebra (FIQ
αQ−−→ Q) = (FIQ [iQ,δQ]−−−−→ Q)
for the endofunctor FI = I + F equipped with an output morphism fQ : Q→ O. Since FI
preserves filtered colimits (using that the left adjoint F preserves all colimits and the functor
I+(−) preserves filtered colimits), the initial algebra µFI for FI exists and can be constructed
as the colimit of the initial ω-chain [6], that is, µFI = colim( 0
¡−→ FI0 FI ¡−−→ F 2I 0
F 2I ¡−−→ F 3I 0→
· · · ). We denote by jn : FnI 0 → µFI the colimit injections and by FI(µFI) α−→ µFI the
FI -algebra structure, satisfying α · FIjn = jn+1 for all n ∈ N. Moreover, for any automaton
Q, we write eQ : µFI → Q for the unique FI -algebra homomorphism from µFI into Q.
(2) Similarly, replacing δQ : FQ→ Q by its adjoint transpose δ@Q : Q→ GQ, an automaton
can be presented as a coalgebra (Q γQ−−→ GOQ) = (Q
〈fQ,δ@Q〉−−−−−→ GOQ) for the endofunctor
GO = O × G equipped with an initial state iQ : I → Q. Since GO preserves cofiltered
limits, the final coalgebra νGO for GO exists and can be constructed as the limit of the
final ω-cochain, that is, νGO = lim( 1
!←− GO1 GO!←−− G2O1
G2O!←−− G3O1 ← · · · ). We denote
by j′k : νGO → GkO1 the limit projections and by νGO
γ−→ GO(νGO) the GO-coalgebra
structure, satisfying GOj′k · γ = j′k+1 for all k ∈ N. Moreover, for any automaton Q, we write
mQ : Q→ νGO for the unique GO-coalgebra homomorphism from Q into νGO.
I Definition 2.6 (Language). (1) A language is a morphism L : µFI → O.
(2) The language accepted by an automaton Q is defined by LQ = (µFI
eQ−−→ Q fQ−−→ O ).
I Example 2.7 (Σ-automata, continued). (1) In the setting of Example 2.2, the initial al-
gebra and the initial chain for the functor FI = I + Σ⊗− can be described as follows [32].
Let Σn = Σ ⊗ Σ ⊗ · · · ⊗ Σ denote the n-fold tensor product of Σ (where Σ0 = ID), and
put Σ<n =
∐
m<n Σm (n ∈ N) and Σ∗ =
∐
n∈NΣn. Then the initial FI -algebra µFI is the
object Σ∗ of words, and the initial chain is given by Σ<0  Σ<1  Σ<2  Σ<3  · · · .
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(2) For GO = O × [Σ,−] we obtain the final coalgebra νGO = [Σ∗, O] and the final cochain
[Σ<0, O]← [Σ<1, O]← [Σ<2, O]← [Σ<3, O]← · · · with connecting maps given by restriction.
(3) For the categories of Table 1, the concepts of Definition 2.6 thus specialize to the familiar
ones. For illustration, let us spell out the case D = Set. A Σ-automaton in Set is precisely
a classical deterministic automaton: it is given by a set Q of states, a transition map
δQ : Σ × Q → Q, a map iQ : 1 → Q (representing an initial state q0 = iQ(∗)), and a map
fQ : Q → 2 (representing a set of final states f−1Q [1]). From (1) and (2) we obtain the
well-known description of the initial algebra for FI = 1 + Σ×− as the set Σ∗ of finite words
over Σ (with algebra structure α : 1 + Σ× Σ∗ → Σ∗ given by {∗} 7→ {ε} and (a,w) 7→ wa)
and of the final coalgebra for GO = 2 × [Σ,−] as the set [Σ∗, 2] ∼= PΣ∗ of all languages
L ⊆ Σ∗ [46]. The unique FI -algebra homomorphism eQ : Σ∗ → Q maps a word w ∈ Σ∗ to
the state reached on input w. Thus, the language LQ = fQ · eQ accepted by Q is the usual
concept: w lies in LQ if and only if Q reaches a final state on input w.
I Example 2.8 (Nominal automata). Recall that for a fixed countably infinite set A of names,
a nominal set [44] is a set X carrying a group action · : Perm(A)×X → X (where Perm(A)
is the group of finite permutations of A) with the finite-support property: for each x ∈ X
there is a finite set S ⊆ A (called a support of x) such that every permutation pi ∈ Perm(A)
that leaves all elements of S fixed satisfies pi · x = x. This implies that x has a least support
supp(x) ⊆ A. The idea is that x is some syntactic object with bound and free variables (e.g. a
λ-term modulo α-equivalence), and that supp(x) is the set of free variables in x. A nominal
set X is orbit-finite if the number of orbits (i.e. equivalence classes of the relation x ≡ y
iff x = pi · y for some pi) is finite. A map f : X → Y between nominal sets is equivariant if
f(pi · x) = pi · f(x) for x ∈ X and pi ∈ Perm(A). Our notion of automata (Definition 2.1) has
several natural instantiations to the category Nom of nominal sets and equivariant maps.
(1) The simplest instance was already mentioned in Example 2.2: Σ-automata in Nom, for
a nominal set Σ, are precisely deterministic nominal automata [15], which are known to be
expressively equivalent to Kaminski and Francez’ deterministic finite memory automata [35].
(2) Now Nom carries a further symmetric monoidal closed structure, the separated product ∗
given on objects by X ∗ Y = { (x, y) ∈ X × Y : x#y }, where x#y means that supp(x) ∩
supp(y) = ∅. For simplicity, we restrict the alphabet Σ to be the nominal set A of names. The
right adjoint of A ∗ (−) is the abstraction functor [A](−), where [A]X consists of abstractions
〈a〉x to be thought of as binding the name a ∈ A in x ∈ X [44]. We thus have the left adjoint
functor F = A× (−) + A ∗ (−), with right adjoint G = [A,−]× [A](−). The arising notion of
automaton coincides with one used in Kozen et al.’s [37] coalgebraic representation of nominal
Kleene algebra [30]. Such automata have two types of transitions, free transitions ([A,−])
and bound transitions ([A](−)). They accept bar languages [47]: putting A¯ = A∪ {〈a | a ∈ A}
(changing the original notation from |a to 〈a for compatibility with dynamic sequences as
discussed next), a bar string is just a word over A¯. We consider 〈a as binding a to the
right. This gives rise to the expected notions of free names and α-equivalence ≡α; a bar
string is clean if its bound names are mutually distinct and distinct from all its free names.
Simplifying slightly, we define a bar language to be an equivariant set of bar strings modulo
α-equivalence, i.e. an equivariant subset of A¯∗/ ≡α. The initial algebra µF1 is the nominal
set of clean bar strings. A language in our sense is thus an equivariant set of clean bar strings;
such languages are in bijective correspondence with bar languages [47].
(3) We note next that [A](−) is itself a left adjoint, our first example of a left adjoint that is
not of the form Σ⊗− for a closed structure ⊗. The right adjoint R is given on objects by
RX = { f ∈ [A, X] : ∀a ∈ A. a#f(a) } [44]. We extend the above notion of automaton with
this feature, i.e. we now use F = A× (−) + A ∗ (−) + [A](−) and G = [A,−]× [A](−)× R.
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The initial algebra µF1 now consists of words built from three types of letters; we denote the
new type of letters induced by the new summand [A](−) in F by a〉 (for a ∈ A). Recalling
that words grow to the right, we see that a〉 binds to the left. We read a〉 as deallocating
the name or resource a. Languages in this model consist of dynamic sequences [31] modulo
α-equivalence. We associate such languages with a species of nominal automata having
three types of transitions: free and bound transitions as above, and additionally deallocating
transitions q a〉−→ q′, subject to the condition a#q′.
I Example 2.9 (Sorted Σ-automata). In our applications, we shall consider a generalized
version of Σ-automata where (i) the input object I is arbitrary, not necessarily equal to the
tensor unit ID , and (ii) the automaton has a sorted object of states and consumes sorted
words. This reflects the fact that the algebraic structures arising in algebraic language theory
are often sorted. For brevity, we only treat the case of sorted Set-automata. Fix a set S of
sorts and a family of sets Σ = (Σs,t)s,t∈S ; we think of the elements of Σs,t as letters with
domain sort s and codomain sort t. We instantiate our categorical setting to the functors
F,G : SetS → SetS defined as follows for Q ∈ SetS and s, t ∈ S:
(FQ)t =
∐
s∈S Σs,t ×Qs, (GQ)s =
∏
t∈S [Σs,t, Qt].
Choosing I ∈ SetS arbitrary and the output object O = 2, the S-sorted set with two elements
in each component, an F -automaton is a sorted Σ-automaton. It is given by an S-sorted
set of states Q, transitions δQ,s,t : Σs,t ×Qt → Qt (s, t ∈ S), initial states i : I → Q and an
output map fQ : Q→ 2 (representing an S-sorted set of final states). The initial algebra µFI
is the S-sorted set of all well-sorted words over Σ in the obvious sense, with an additional
first letter from I. In particular, in the single-sorted case we have µFI = I × Σ∗.
We conclude this section with a discussion of minimal automata, generalizing Goguen’s
results on Σ-automata [32] to our present setting:
I Definition 2.10 (Minimal automaton). An automaton Q is (1) reachable if eQ ∈ E , (2)
simple if mQ ∈M, and (3) minimal if Q is both reachable and simple.
I Theorem 2.11. Let L : µFI → O be a language.
(1) There exists a minimal automaton Min(L) accepting L, unique up to isomorphism.
(2) Every reachable automaton accepting L admits a unique homomorphism into Min(L).
3 A Categorical Learning Algorithm
To motivate our learning algorithm for categorical automata, we recall Angluin’s L∗ al-
gorithm [8] for learning an unknown Σ-automaton Q in Set. The algorithm assumes that
the learner has access to an oracle (the teacher) that can be asked two types of questions:
membership queries (given a word w ∈ Σ∗, is w ∈ LQ?), and equivalence queries (given an
automaton H, is LH = LQ?) If the answer to an equivalence query is “no”, the teacher
discloses a counterexample, i.e. a word w ∈ LQ \ LH ∪ LH \ LQ, to the learner.
The algorithm maintains a pair (S, T ) of finite sets S, T ⊆ Σ∗ (“states” and “tests”). For
any such pair, define the map hS,T : S → [T, 2] by hS,T (s)(t) = LQ(st) for s ∈ S and t ∈ T .
Note that hS,T can be computed using finitely many membership queries. The pair (S, T )
is closed if for each s ∈ S and a ∈ Σ there exists s′ ∈ S with hS∪SΣ,T (sa) = hS,T (s′), and
consistent if for all s, s′ ∈ S with hS,T (s) = hS,T (s′) one has hS,T∪ΣT (s) = hS,T∪ΣT (s′).
Initially, one puts S = T = {ε}. If at some stage the pair (S, T ) is not closed or not
consistent, either S or T can be extended by applying one of the following two procedures:
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Extend S
Input: A pair (S, T ) that is not closed.
(0) Choose s ∈ S and a ∈ Σ such
that hS∪SΣ,T (sa) 6= hS,T (s′) for all
s′ ∈ S.
(1) Put S := S ∪ {sa}.
Extend T
Input: A pair (S, T ) that is not consistent.
(0) Choose s, s′ ∈ S, t ∈ T and a ∈
Σ such that hS,T (s) = hS,T (s′) and
hS,T∪ΣT (s)(at) 6= hS,T∪ΣT (s′)(at).
(1) Put T := T ∪ {at}.
The two procedures are applied repeatedly until the pair (S, T ) is closed and consistent.
Once this is the case, one constructs an automaton HS,T , the hypothesis associated to (S, T ).
Its set of states is the image hS,T [S], the transitions δS,T : Σ×HS,T → HS,T are given by
δS,T (a, hS,T (s))→ hS∪SΣ,T (sa) for s ∈ S and a ∈ Σ, the initial state is hS,T (ε), and a state
hS,T (s) is final iff hS,T (s)(ε) = 1 (i.e. s ∈ LQ). Note that the well-definedness of δS,T is
equivalent to (S, T ) being closed and consistent.
The learner now tests whether LHS,T = LQ by asking an equivalence query. If the answer
is “yes”, the algorithm terminates sucessfully; otherwise, the counterexample w ∈ Σ∗ provided
by the teacher and all its prefixes are added to S. In summary:
L∗ Algorithm
Goal: Learn an automaton equivalent to an unknown automaton Q.
(0) Initialize S = T = {ε}.
(1) While (S, T ) is not closed or not consistent:
(a) If (S, T ) is not closed: Extend S.
(b) If (S, T ) is not consistent: Extend T .
(2) Construct the hypothesis HS,T .
(a) If LHS,T = LQ: Return HS,T .
(b) If LHS,T 6= LQ: Put S := S ∪ C, with C the set of prefixes of the counterexample.
(3) Go to (1).
The algorithm runs in polynomial time w.r.t. the size of the minimal automaton Min(LQ)
and the length of the longest counterexample provided by the teacher. Moreover, the learned
automaton is isomorphic to Min(LQ). Correctness and termination rest on the invariant
that S is prefix-closed and T is suffix-closed. Note that if T ⊆ Σ<K , then T yields a quotient
[Σ<K , 2] [T, 2] given by restriction. In the following, T is represented via this quotient.
We shall now develop all ingredients of L∗ for categorical automata. The generalized
learning algorithm maintains a pair (s, t) of an FI -subcoalgebra and a GO-quotient algebra
s : (S, σ) (FNI 0, FNI ¡) and t : (GKO 1, GKO !) (T, τ) (2)
with N,K > 0. For Σ-automata in Set, this means precisely that S is a prefix-closed subset
of Σ<N , and that T represents a suffix-closed subset of Σ<K . Initially, one takes N = K = 1,
s = idI and t = idO, which corresponds to Step (0) of the original L∗ algorithm.
I Remark 3.1. By Assumptions 2.3(3), (5), every subcoalgebra s : (S, σ)  (FNI 0, FNI ¡)
induces two subcoalgebras of (FN+1I 0, F
N+1
I
¡), namely
FNI ¡ · s : (S, σ) (FN+1I 0, FN+1I ¡) and FIs : (FIS, FIσ) (FN+1I 0, FN+1I ¡).
In the case of Σ-automata in Set, these constructions correspond to viewing a prefix-closed
subset S ⊆ Σ<N as a subset of Σ<N+1, and to extending S to the prefix-closed subset
SΣ ∪ {ε} = S ∪ SΣ ⊆ Σ<N+1. A dual remark applies to quotient algebras of (GKO 1, GKO !).
The maps hS,T appearing in the L∗ algorithm have the following categorical counterpart:
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I Notation 3.2. Let (s, t) be a pair as in (2), and let Q be an automaton. Put
hQs,t = (S
s−→ FNI 0 jN−−→ µFI
eQ−−→ Q mQ−−→ νGO j
′
K−−→ GKO 1 t−→ T ).
and denote by S
eQs,t
// // HQs,t //
mQs,t
// T the (E ,M)-factorization of hs,t. In the following, we
fix Q (the unknown automaton to be learned) and drop the superscripts (−)Q.
The concepts of closed and consistent pairs emerge at the categorical level as follows:
I Definition 3.3 (Closed/Consistent pair). For any pair (s, t) as in (2), let cls,t and css,t be
the unique diagonal fill-ins making the diagrams below commute:
S
es,t
// //
σ

Hs,t //
ms,t
//

cls,t

T
FIS eFIs,t
// // HFIs,t
::
mFIs,t
:: S
es,t
// //
es,GOt $$ $$
Hs,t //
ms,t
// T
Hs,GOt
css,t
OOOO
//
ms,GOt
// GOT
τ
OO
The pair (s, t) is closed if cls,t is an isomorphism, and consistent if css,t is an isomorphism.
If (s, t) is not closed or not consistent, at least one of the two dual procedures below applies.
“Extend s” replaces S  FNI 0 by a new subcoalgebra S′ FN+1I 0, i.e. it moves to the right
in the intial chain for FI . Analogously, “Extend t” replaces GKO 1  T by a new quotient
algebra GK+1O 1 T ′, which corresponds to moving to the right in the final cochain for GO.
Extend s
Input: A pair (s, t) as in (2) that is not closed.
(0) Choose an object S′ and M-morphisms s0 : S  S′ and s1 : S′  FIS such that
σ = s1 · s0 and eFIs,t · s1 ∈ E .
(1) Put s := FIs · s1.
I Remark 3.4. (1) One trivial choice in Step (0) is S′ = FIS, s0 = σ, s1 = id. To get
an efficient implementation of the algorithm, S′ is chosen as small as possible. Moreover,
FIs · s1 : S′ FN+1I 0 is a subcoalgebra, i.e. the update of s in Step (1) is well-defined.
(2) In the case of Σ-automata in Set, the condition σ = s1 · s0 states that S ⊆ S′ ⊆
S ∪SΣ = SΣ∪{ε}. The condition eFIs,t · s1 ∈ E states that given s ∈ S and a ∈ Σ such that
hS∪SΣ,T (sa) 6= hS,T (r) for all r ∈ S, there exists s′ ∈ S′ with hS∪SΣ,T (sa) = hS∪SΣ,T (s′).
Thus, “Extend s” subsumes several executions of “Extend S” in the original L∗ algorithm.
Extend t
Input: A pair (s, t) as in (2) that is not consistent.
(0) Choose an object T ′ and E-morphisms t0 : GOT  T ′ and t1 : T ′  T such that
τ = t1 · t0 and t0 ·ms,GOt ∈M.
(1) Put t := t0 ·GOt.
I Remark 3.5. (1) In analogy to Remark 3.4, a trivial choice in Step (0) is T ′ = GOT ,
t0 = id, t1 = τ , and Step (1) is well-defined, i.e. yields a quotient algebra of GK+1O 1.
(2) In the case of Σ-automata in Set, we view the quotients T and T ′ as subsets of Σ<K
and Σ<K+1, respectively, using the above identification between subsets and quotients. The
condition τ = t1 · t0 then states that T ⊆ T ′ ⊆ T ∪ ΣT . The condition t0 ·ms,GOt ∈ M
asserts that given s, s′ ∈ S with hS,T (s) = hS,T (s′) but hS,T∪ΣT (s) 6= hS,T∪ΣT (s′), there
exists t′ ∈ T ′ with hS,T ′(s)(t′) 6= hS,T ′(s′)(t′). Thus, “Extend t” subsumes several executions
of “Extend T” in the original L∗ algorithm.
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If (s, t) is both closed and consistent, then we can define an automaton structure on Hs,t:
I Definition 3.6 (Hypothesis). Let (s, t) be closed and consistent. The hypothesis associated
to (s, t) is the automaton (Hs,t, δs,t, is,t, fs,t) with states Hs,t and
transitions δs,t : FHs,t → Hs,t given by the diagonal fill-in of the commutative square
below, where (−)# denotes adjoint transpose along the adjunction F a G;
FS
ls,t

Fes,t
// // FHs,t
δs,t
{{
r#s,t

Hs,t // ms,t
// T
ls,t = (FS
inr−→ I + FS = FIS
eFIs,t−−−−→ HFIs,t
cl−1s,t−−→ Hs,t)
rs,t = (Hs,t
cs−1s,t−−−→ Hs,GOt
ms,GOt−−−−−→ GOT = O ×GT outr−−→ GT )
initial states is,t = ( I
inl−→ I + FS = FIS
eFIs,t−−−−→ HFIs,t
cl−1s,t−−→ Hs,t );
final states fs,t = (Hs,t
cs−1s,t−−−→ Hs,GOt
ms,GOt−−−−−→ GOT = O ×GT outl−−→ O ).
In L∗, if a hypothesis HS,T is not correct (i.e. LHS,T 6= LQ), the learner receives a counter-
example w ∈ Σ∗ from the teacher and adds the set C of all its prefixes to S. Identifying the
word w with this set, the concept of a counterexample has the following categorical version:
I Definition 3.7 (Counterexample). Let (s, t) be closed and consistent. A counterexample
for Hs,t is a subcoalgebra c : (C, γ) (FMI 0, FMI ¡) for some M > 0 such that Hs,t and Q
do not agree on inputs from C, that is, LHs,t · jM · c 6= LQ · jM · c.
I Remark 3.8. (1) If LHs,t 6= LQ, then a counterexample always exists. Indeed, since the
colimit injections jM : FMI 0 → µFI are jointly epimorphic, one has LHs,t · jM 6= LQ · jM
for some M > 0 and thus (C, γ) = (FMI 0, FMI ¡) is a counterexample. To obtain an efficient
learning algorithm, it is often assumed that each counterexample C delivered by the teacher
is minimal in the sense that no proper subcoalgebra of C forms a counterexample.
(2) Given a counterexample c : (C, γ)  (FMI 0, FMI ¡), one can add c to the subcoalgebra
s : (S, σ) (FNI 0, FNI ¡): by Remark 3.1, we can assume that M = N , and then form the
supremum s ∨ c : (S ∨ C, σ ∨ γ) (FNI 0, FNI ¡) of s and c in the lattice of subcoalgebras of
(FNI 0, FNI ¡), viz. the image of the coalgebra homomorphism [s, c] : S + C → FNI 0.
With all these ingredients at hand, we obtain the following abstract learning algorithm:
Generalized L∗ Algorithm
Goal: Learn an automaton equivalent to an unknown automaton Q.
(0) Initialize N = K = 1, s = idI : (I, idI) (F 1I 0, ¡) and t = idO : (G1O1, !) (O, idO).
(1) While (s, t) is not closed or not consistent:
(a) If (s, t) is not closed: Extend s.
(b) If (s, t) is not consistent: Extend t.
(2) Construct the hypothesis Hs,t.
(a) If LHs,t = LQ: Return Hs,t
(b) If LHs,t 6= LQ: Put s := s ∨ c, where c is the teacher’s counterexample.
(3) Go to (1).
To prove the termination and correctness of Generalized L∗, we need a finiteness assumption
on the unknown automaton Q. We call a D-object Q Noetherian if both its poset of subobjects
(ordered by m ≤ m′ iff m = m′ · p for some p) and that of its quotients (ordered by e ≤ e′ iff
e = q · e′ for some q) contain no infinite strictly ascending chains.
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I Theorem 3.9. If Q is Noetherian, then Generalized L∗ terminates and returns Min(LQ).
I Remark 3.10. Under a slightly stronger finiteness condition on Q, we obtain a complexity
bound. Suppose that Q has finite height, that is, there exists a natural number n such that
each proper ascending chain in the poset of subobjects and in the poset of quotients of Q
has length at most n. Then Steps (1a), (1b) and (2b) are executed O(n) times.
I Example 3.11. In D = Set, Pos, K-Vec, and Nom, the Noetherian objects are precisely
the finite sets, finite posets, finite-dimensional vector spaces and orbit-finite nominal sets.
The height of Q corresponds to the number of elements of Q (for D = Set,Pos) or the
dimension (for D = K-Vec); for D = Nom, the height of an orbit-finite set Q is polynomial
in the number of orbits of Q and max{ | supp(q)| | q ∈ Q } (as we show in the appendix using
bounds on chains of subgroups in symmetric groups [11]).
Generalized L∗ provides a common umbrella for known learning algorithms for several notions
of deterministic automata, including classical Σ-automata (D = Set [8]), weighted automata
(D = K-Vec [53]) and nominal automata (D = Nom [18,40]). For D = JSL, the minimal
Σ-automaton for a given regular language can be interpreted as a nondeterministic automaton,
the minimal residual finite state automaton [5, 25, 41], so that also the learning algorithm for
the latter [17] is covered by our abstract procedure. Finally, our algorithm instantiates to
new learning algorithms for nominal languages with name binding, including languages of
dynamic sequences (Example 2.8), and for sorted languages (Example 2.9). In each case, to
obtain a concrete implementation, one needs only to provide a suitable data structure for
representing the maps hs,t (typically via some form of observation table), and a strategy for
choosing the objects S′ and T ′ in the procedures “Extend s” and “Extend t”. The proofs of
correctness and termination, along with parts of the complexity analysis, then come for free
as instances of the general results in Theorem 3.9 and Remark 3.10.
4 Learning Monad-Recognizable Languages
Recall that monads are a categorical abstraction of algebraic theories [38, 39]. We next show
how to employ Generalized L∗ to learn languages recognizable by algebras for a monad, and
thereby extend its scope to structures like tree languages or ω-regular languages.
I Notation 4.1. Fix a monad T = (T, µ, η) on D (with unit η : Id → T and multiplica-
tion µ : TT → T ) that preserves quotients (T (E) ⊆ E). We continue to work with the fixed
objects I,O ∈ D of inputs and outputs (with I now thought of as an input alphabet, so
not normally the monoidal unit), and denote by TI = (TI, µI) the free T-algebra over I.
Finally, we fix a full subcategory Df ⊆ D of Noetherian objects closed under subobjects and
quotients, and call the objects of Df the finite objects of D .
In the present setting, we shall consider the following generalized concept of a language:
I Definition 4.2 (Language). A language is a morphism L : TI → O in D . It is recognizable
if there exists a T-homomorphism e : (TI, µI)→ (A,α) into a finite T-algebra (A,α) and a
morphism p : A→ O in D with L = p · e. In this case, we say that e recognizes L (via p).
I Remark 4.3. The above definition generalizes the concepts of the previous section. Indeed,
given a functor F satisfying the Assumptions 2.3, we can form the free monad TF generated
by F , given on objects by TFX = µ(X + F ) for X ∈ D . Then a language L : TF I → O in
the sense of Definition 4.2 is precisely a language L : µFI → O in the sense of Definition 2.6.
Moreover, since the categories of F -algebras and TF -algebras are isomorphic, L is TF -
recognizable iff L is regular, i.e. accepted by some finite F -automaton.
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I Example 4.4. We choose Setf , Posf , K-Vecf and Nomf to be the class of all Noetherian
objects (see Example 3.11) and JSLf as the class of finite semilattices. Many important
classes of languages can be characterized as recognizable languages for a monad, for example:
D T T-algebras T-recognizable languages
Set T+X = X+ semigroups regular languages
Set2 T∞(X,Y ) = (X+, X(per) +X∗Y ) Wilke algebras ω-regular languages
Set TΓX = Γ-trees over X Γ-algebras regular tree languages
JSL T∗X = free id. semiring on X idempotent semirings regular languages
K-Vec T∗(K(X)) = K(X
∗) associative K-algebras recognizable power series
Pos TCX = free cost algebra on X cost algebras [23] regular cost functions [20]
Nom T∗X = X∗ nominal monoids recog. data languages [16]
We treat the first three monads in detail; see [49] for a discussion of the remaining examples.
(1) For the semigroup monad T+X = X+ on Set we obtain the classical concept of algebraic
language recognition: a language L ⊆ I+ is recognizable if there exists a semigroup morphism
e : I+ → S into a finite semigroup S and a subset P ⊆ S with L = e−1[P ]. Recognizable
languages are exactly the (ε-free) regular languages [43]. In fact, the expressive equivalence
between Σ-automata and semigroups holds in general monoidal closed categories [1].
(2) Languages of infinite words can be captured algebraically as follows. A Wilke algebra [55]
is a two-sorted set (S+, Sω) with a product · : S+×S+ → S+, a mixed product · : S+×Sω → Sω
and a unary operation (−)ω : S+ → Sω satisfying (st)u = s(tu), (st)z = s(tz), s(ts)ω = (st)ω
and (sn)ω = sω for all s, t, u ∈ S+, z ∈ Sω and n > 0. The free Wilke algebra generated by the
two-sorted set (X,Y ) is given by T∞(X,Y ) = (X+, X(per) +X∗Y ), where X(per) = { vwω :
v ∈ X∗, w ∈ X+ } is the set of ultimately periodic words over X. In particular, choosing
the input object (I, ∅) for some set I and the output object O = ({0, 1}, {0, 1}), we have
T (I, ∅) = (I+, I(per)), and thus a language L : T (I, ∅)→ O corresponds to a set of finite or
ultimately periodic infinite words. Languages recognizable by finite Wilke algebras correspond
uniquely to ω-regular languages, i.e. languages accepted by finite Büchi automata [42,55].
(3) Fix a finitary algebraic signature Γ without constant symbols, and consider the monad
TΓ on Set that associates to a set X the free Γ-algebra over X (i.e. the set of all Γ-trees
with leaves labelled by elements of X). For O = {0, 1}, a language L : TΓI → O is precisely
a tree language over the signature Γ∪ I, where I is viewed as a set of constant symbols. It is
recognizable iff it is regular, i.e. accepted by some finite (bottom-up) tree automaton [22].
We now show how to reduce the task of learning a T-recognizable language to an application
of the Generalized L∗ Algorithm. This is based on the following key concept:
I Definition 4.5 (T-refinable). A quotient e : TI  A in D is T-refinable if there exists a
finite quotient T-algebra e′ : (TI, µI) (B, β) and a morphism f : B  A with e = f · e′.
I Definition 4.6 (Automata presentation). An automata presentation of the free T-algebra
TI is given by an endofunctor F on D and an F -algebra structure δ : FTI → TI such that
(1) F satisfies Assumptions 2.3(4),(5);
(2) the unique FI -algebra homomorphism eTI : µFI → (TI, [ηI , δ]) lies in E ;
(3) a T-refinable quotient e : TI  A in D carries a T-algebra quotient iff e carries an
F -algebra quotient; that is, there exists αA making the left-hand square below commute iff
there exists δA making the right-hand square commute.
TTI
µI //
Te 
TI
e
TA ∃αA
// A
⇐⇒
FTI
δ //
Fe 
TI
e
FA ∃δA
// A
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If in (3) only the implication “⇒” is required, (F, δ) is called a weak automata presentation.
In our applications, we will usually present TI as a (sorted) Σ-automaton for suitable Σ, see
Example 2.9. For the case where D is a variety of algebras and Σ ∈ D is a free algebra, such
automata presentations were previously called unary presentations [50].
I Example 4.7. All monads of Example 4.4 admit a Σ-automata presentation; see [49] for a
detailed discussion. In the following, we describe (weak) presentations for three cases:
(1) Semigroups. The semigroup I+ has a Σ-automata presentation δ : Σ× I+ → I+ given by
Σ = {→a : a ∈ I} ∪ {←a : a ∈ I}, δ(→a,w) = wa, δ(←a,w) = aw for w ∈ I∗, a ∈ I.
The homomorphism eI+ : I × Σ∗ → I+ interprets a word v ∈ I × Σ∗ as a list of instructions
for constructing a word in I+, e.g. eI+(a
→
a
→
b
←
b
→
a) = baaba. For a weak automata presentation
of I+, it suffices to take the restriction δ′ : Σ′ × I∗ → I∗ of δ where Σ′ = {→a : a ∈ I}.
(2) Wilke algebras. The free ω-semigroup T (I, ∅) = (I+, I(per)) can be presented as a
two-sorted Σ-automaton with the sorted alphabet Σ = (Σ+,+, Σ+,ω, Σω,ω, ∅) given by
Σ+,+ = {→a : a ∈ I} ∪ {←a : a ∈ I}, Σ+,ω = {ω} ∪ {→vω : v ∈ I+}, Σω,ω = {a← : a ∈ I},
and transitions δ+,+(→a,w) = wa, δ+,+(←a,w) = aw, δ+,ω(ω,w) = wω, δ+,ω(→v
ω
, w) = wvω,
δω,ω(a←, z) = az for v, w ∈ I+, z ∈ I(per) and a ∈ I. To obtain a weak automata presentation,
it suffices to restrict Σ+,+ and Σ+,ω to the finite subalphabets Σ′+,+ = {→a : a ∈ I} and
Σ′+,ω = {ω}. A Σ′-automaton is similar to a family of DFAs, a concept recently employed by
Angluin and Fisman [9] for learning ω-regular languages.
(3) Γ-algebras. The free Γ-algebra TI has a Σ-automata presentation given as follows: choose
Σ to be the set of all contexts, i.e. expressions of the form σ(t1, . . . , ti−1, ∗, ti+1, . . . , tn) where
n > 0, σ ∈ Γn, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and tj ∈ TΓI for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i}. The transitions
δ : Σ× TΓI → TΓI map (σ(t1, . . . , ti−1, ∗, ti+1, . . . , tn), t) to σ(t1, . . . , ti−1, t, ti+1, . . . , tn).
I Remark 4.8. For every monad T on SetS the algebra TI has a Σ-automata presentation
with Σ given by the set of polynomials, which generalize the contexts of Example 4.7(3);
see [50, Example 4.3]. This generic presentation is usually too large for practical purposes:
in all nontrivial cases, Σ is infinite. Finding a small (preferably finite) presentation is a case-
specific task. For monads on categories D 6= SetS , automata presentations may fail to exist.
From now on, we fix a weak automata presentation (F, δ) of the free T-algebra TI.
I Definition 4.9 (Linearization). The linearization of a language L : TI → O is given by
lin(L) = (µFI eTI−−→ TI L−→ O ).
I Example 4.10. For the monads of Example 4.4, we obtain the following concepts:
(1) Semigroups. Take the Σ-automata presentation of Example 4.7(1). Given L ⊆ I+, the
language lin(L) ⊆ I × Σ∗ consists of all possible ways of generating words in L by starting
with a letter a ∈ I and adding letters on the left or on the right. For instance, if L contains
the word abc, then lin(L) contains the words a
→
b
→
c , b
←
a
→
c , b
→
c
←
a, c
←
b
←
a .
(2) Wilke algebras. Take the weak presentation of Example 4.7(2). Given L ⊆ (I+, I(per)),
the two-sorted language lin(L) consists of all possible ways of generating words in L by
starting with a letter a ∈ I and repeatedly applying any of the following operations: (i) right
concatenation of a finite word with a letter; (ii) left concatenation of an infinite word with a
letter; (iii) taking the ω-power of a finite word. For instance, if L contains the word (ab)ω,
then lin(L) contains the words a
→
bω, b
→
aωa
←
, a
→
bω b
←
a
←
, b
→
aωa
←
b
←
a
←
, . . .. Thus, lin(L) is essentially
a two-sorted version of the language lasso(L) mentioned in the Introduction.
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(3) Γ-algebras. Take the presentation of Example 4.7(3). Given a tree language L ⊆ TΓI, the
set lin(L) consists of all ways of generating trees in L by starting with a single node labeled
with a ∈ I and repeatedly putting a given tree into an arbitrary context. Put differently, the
elements of lin(L) are precisely trees in L with a designated leaf. For instance, if L contains
the binary tree t = σ(σ(a, b), c) with σ ∈ Γ a binary operation symbol, then lin(L) contains
the word aσ(∗, b)σ(∗, c) which corresponds to the tree t with a as the designated leaf.
As shown by the above examples, the linearization allows us to identify a language L : TI → O
with a language of finite words. Moreover, since eTI is assumed to be epic, this identification
is unique, that is, lin(L) uniquely determines L. In particular, in order to learn L, it is
sufficient to learn lin(L). This approach is supported by the following result:
I Theorem 4.11. If L : TI → O is a T-recognizable language, then its linearization
lin(L) : µFI → O is regular, i.e. accepted by some finite F -automaton.
In view of this theorem, we can apply Generalized L∗ to learn a minimal automaton Q for
lin(L), which in connection with the epimorphism eTI constitutes a finite representation of
the unknown language L : TI → O. If the given automata presentation (F, δ) is non-weak,
we can go one step further and infer from Q a minimal algebraic representation of L:
I Definition 4.12 (Syntactic T-algebra). Let L : TI → O be recognizable. A syntactic T-
algebra for L is a quotient T-algebra eL : TI  Syn(L) of TI such that (1) eL recognizes L,
and (2) eL factorizes through every finite quotient T-algebra e : TI  (A,α) recognizing L.
I Theorem 4.13. Suppose that (F, δ) is an automata presentation for TI. Then every T-
recognizable language L : TI → O admits a syntactic T-algebra Syn(L), and its corresponding
F -automaton (via the given presentation) is the minimal automaton for lin(L).
The theorem thus asserts that we can equip the learned minimal F -automaton Q for lin(L)
with the structure of a syntactic T-algebra for L. In a practical implementation of this
approach, the correspondence “⇔” in Definition 4.6(3) needs to be required to be effective.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a generic algorithm (Generalized L∗) for learning an unknown language
that not only forms a uniform abstraction of numerous learning algorithms, their correctness
proofs, and parts of their complexity analysis, but also yields learning algorithms for new
classes of languages by easy instantiation. The next step is to turn our high-level categorical
procedure into an implementation-level algorithm, parametric in a suitable representation of
the monad T and its automata presentation. We expect that the recent work on coalgebraic
partition refinement algorithms [24,26] can provide guidance. One nontrivial challenge is that
in some cases (e.g. Example 4.7(3)) the alphabet Σ appearing in an automata presentation
is infinite. This is not an issue at the categorical level because Generalized L∗ makes no
assumptions on the input alphabet; its termination only rests on the finiteness of the state
space of the unknown automaton, which is guaranteed by the assumption that the language to
be learned is recognizable. However, an implementation of the algorithm requires representing
the steps “Extend s” and “Extend t” by finite means. One possible approach to this issue
is to extend the scope of Generalized L∗ to F -automata where the endofunctor F is no
longer assumed to be left adjoint, which affords more freedom in the choice of automata
presentations. For instance, if Γ is a signature of finitely many operation symbols, then
the tree monad TΓ on Set admits an F -automata presentation where F is the polynomial
functor associated to Γ, which can be finitely represented.
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A Appendix: Omitted Proofs and Details
In this appendix, we provide full proofs of all our results and more detailed treatment of
some examples omitted due to space restrictions.
Discussion of the Assumptions 2.3
We comment on some technical consequences of our Assumptions 2.3.
I Remark A.1. The assumption F (E) ⊆ E is satisfied whenever E is the class of epimorphisms
or strong epimorphisms, since F is a left adjoint. This is the case for all the categories and
factorization systems of Table 1. Note also that F (E) ⊆ E implies FI(E) ⊆ E because in
every factorization system (E ,M) the class E contains all identity morphisms and is stable
under coproducts [4, Prop. 14.15].
I Remark A.2. The assumption F (E) ⊆ E implies that the factorization system (E ,M)
of D lifts to automata: given an automata homomorphism h : Q → Q′ and its (E ,M)-
factorization h = (Q e // // Q′′ // m // Q′ ) in D , there exists a unique automata structure
(Q′′, δQ′′ , iQ′′ , fQ′′) on Q′′ such that both e and m are automata homomorphisms.
I Remark A.3. The condition FI(M) ⊆M makes sure that the factorization system (E ,M)
lifts fromD toCoalgFI , the category of FI -coalgebras: given an FI -coalgebra homomorphism
h : (C, γ) → (C ′, γ′) and its (E ,M)-factorization h = (C e // // C ′′ // m // C ′ ) in D , there
is a unique FI -coalgebra structure (C ′′, γ′′) on C ′′ such that both e and m are coalgebra
homomorphisms.
Dually, the condition GO(E) ⊆ E implies that AlgGO, the category of GO-algebras, has
a factorization system lifting (E ,M).
Details for Example 2.7
Let D be symmetric monoidal closed and put F = Σ⊗− and G = [Σ,−]. Choose I = ID
and O ∈ D arbitrary. We prove that the final coalgebra of GO = O × [Σ,−] is given by
[Σ∗, O]. To this end, consider the functor P = [−, O] : D → Dop. We observe that
(1) P is a left adjoint (with right adjoint P op : Dop → D) because, for each X,Y ∈ D ,
D(X,PY ) = D(X, [Y,O]) ∼= D(X ⊗ Y,O) ∼= D(Y ⊗X,O) ∼= D(Y, [X,O]) = D(Y, PX).
(2) We have a natural isomorphism
PFI ∼= GopO P.
To see this, observe that all parts of the following diagram commute up to isomorphism.
D
FI
))
F

P // Dop
Gop

Gop
O
uu
D
P
//
I+−

Dop
(O×−)op

D
P
// Dop
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The left and right parts commute by definition. The two squares commute because for each
X ∈ D ,
PFX = [Σ⊗X,O] ∼= [Σ, [X,O]] = GPX and P (I +X) ∼= PI × PX ∼= O × PX.
The isomorphism P (I+X) ∼= PI×PX uses that P is a left adjoint, i.e. preserves coproducts.
Letting AlgFI and CoalgGO denote the categories of FI -algebras and GO-coalgebras, it
follows from [33, Theorem 2.4] that P lifts to a left adjoint
P : AlgFI → (CoalgGO)op, (FIQ αQ−−→ Q) 7→ (PQ PαQ−−−→ PFIQ ∼= GOPQ ).
Since left adjoints preserve initial objects, P maps the initial algebra µFI for FI to the final
coalgebra νGO for GO, i.e. one has νGO = P (µFI) with the coalgebra structure
γ = ( νGO = P (µFI)
Pα−−→ PFI(µFI) ∼= GOP (µFI) = GO(νGO) ).
Moreover, applying P to the initial chain for FI yields the final cochain for GO:
( 1 !←− GO1 GO!←−− G2O1
G2O!←−− · · · ) = (P0 P ¡←− PFI0 PFI ¡←−−− PF 2I 0
PF 2I ¡←−−− · · · ).
Since µFI = Σ∗ and P = [−, O], we obtain the desired description of νGO and of the final
cochain for GO.
Details for Example 2.9
We describe sorted Σ-automata for the case of general base categories D . Suppose that
(D ,⊗, ID) is a symmetric monoidal closed category satisfying our Assumptions 2.3(1)–(3),
and let S be a set of sorts. Then the category DS (equipped with the monoidal structure
and the factorization system inherited sortwise from D) is also symmetric monoidal closed
and satisfies the Assumptions 2.3(1)–(3).
Fix an arbitrary object I ∈ DS inputs (not necessarily the tensor unit), an arbitrary
object O ∈ DS of outputs, and a family of objects Σ = (Σs,t)s,t∈S in D ; we think of Σs,t as
a set of letters with input sort s and output sort t. Take the functors
F : DS → DS , (FQ)t =
∐
s∈S
Σs,t ⊗Qs (t ∈ S),
G : DS → DS , (GQ)s =
∏
t∈S
[Σs,t, Qt] (s ∈ S).
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The functor F is a left adjoint of G: we have the isomorphisms (natural in P,Q ∈ DS)
DS(FQ,P ) =
∏
t∈S
D((FQ)t, Pt)
=
∏
t∈S
D(
∐
s∈S
Σs,t ⊗Qs, Pt)
∼=
∏
t∈S
∏
s∈S
D(Σs,t ⊗Qs, Pt)
∼=
∏
s∈S
∏
t∈S
D(Σs,t ⊗Qs, Pt)
∼=
∏
s∈S
∏
t∈S
D(Qs, [Σs,t, Pt])
∼=
∏
s∈S
D(Qs,
∏
t∈S
[Σs,t, Pt])
=
∏
s∈S
D(Qs, (GP )s)
= DS(Q,GP )
Instantiating Definition 2.1 to the above data, we obtain the concept of a sorted Σ-automaton.
It is given by an S-sorted object of states Q ∈ DS together with morphisms δQ,s,t, iQ,t and
fQ,t as in the diagram below for s, t ∈ S:
Σs,t ⊗Qt
δQ,s,t

It
iQ,t
// Qt
fQ,t
// Ot
In generalization of the single-sorted case (see Example 2.7), the initial algebra for FI can be
described as follows. For n ∈ N and s, t ∈ S define the object Σns,t ∈ D inductively by
Σ0s,t = ID , Σn+1s,t =
∐
r∈S
Σs,r ⊗ Σnr,t.
and put
Σ∗s,t =
∐
n∈N
Σns,t.
The initial algebra for the functor FI is given by
(µFI)t =
∐
s∈S
Is ⊗ Σ∗s,t (t ∈ S),
In D = Set, the elements of µFI are thus well-sorted words over Σ in the obvious sense, with
an additional first letter from I. More precisely, (µFI)t consists of all words xa1 . . . an with
x ∈∐s∈S Is and a1, . . . , an ∈∐r,s Σr,s such the sorts of consecutive letters match, i.e. there
exist sorts s = s0, s1, . . . , sn = t ∈ S such that x ∈ Is and ai ∈ Σsi−1,si for i = 1, . . . , n. For
any such input word one obtains the run x−→ q0 a1−→ q1 → · · · an−−→ qn in Q where q0 = iQ,s(x)
and qi = δQ,si−1,si(qi−1) for i = 1, . . . , n, and w is accepted if and only if qn is a final state.
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Proof of Theorem 2.11
We first establish two technical results of independent interest.
I Proposition A.4. For each automata homomorphism h : Q→ Q′ one has LQ = LQ′
Proof. This follows from the commutative diagram below. The upper triangle commutes by
initiality of µFI , and all remaining parts commute by definition.
µFI
LQ
((
LQ′
vv
eQ

eQ′

Q
fQ

h // Q′
fQ′

O
J
I Proposition A.5. For all automata Q and Q′, we have
LQ = LQ′ iff mQ · eQ = mQ′ · eQ′ .
Proof. Put hQ = mQ · eQ and hQ′ = mQ′ · eQ′ .
(1) For the “if” direction, suppose that hQ = hQ′ . Then the following diagram (where
outl : GO = O ×G→ O denotes the left product projection) commutes by the definition of
γQ in Remark 2.5 and because mQ is a GO-coalgebra homomorphism.
Q
γQ
//
mQ

fQ
%%
GOQ
GOmQ

outl // O
νGO γ
// GO(νGO)
outl
:: (3)
Thus fQ = outl · γ ·mQ and analogously fQ′ = outl · γ ·mQ′ , which implies
LQ = fQ · eQ = outl · γ ·mQ · eQ = outl · γ · hQ = outl · γ · hQ′ = · · · = LQ′ .
(2) For the “only if” direction, suppose that LQ = LQ′ . Since the limit projections
j′N : νGO → GNO 1
are jointly monic, it suffices to prove j′N · hQ = j′N · hQ′ for all N > 0. The proof is by
induction on N .
For N = 1, the claim is established by the following computation:
j′1 · hQ = GOj′0 · γ · hQ def. γ
= outl · γ · hQ def. GO; O × 1 ∼= O
= outl · γ ·mQ · eQ def. hQ
= fQ · eQ by (3)
= LQ def. LQ
= LQ′ by assumption
= · · ·
= j′1 · hQ′ compute backwards.
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Now suppose that N > 1. Since the two product projections
outl : GNO 1→ O and outr : GNO 1→ GGN−1O 1
are jointly monomorphic, it suffices to prove
outl · j′N · hQ = outl · j′N · hQ′ and outr · j′N · hQ = outr · j′N · hQ′ .
The first equation follows by induction because outl · j′N = j′1. For the second equation,
consider the F -algebra β# : F (νGO)→ νGO, viz. the adjoint transpose of
β = ( νGO
γ−→ GO(νGO) outr−−→ G(νGO) ).
We claim that the following diagram commutes:
µFI
hQ

FI(µFI)αoo F (µFI)inroo
FhQ

νGO
j′N−1

F (νGO)
β#
oo
Fj′N

Fγ
xx
FGO(νGO)
outr#
ff
FGOj
′
N−1 &&
GN−1O 1 FGNO 1outr#
oo
(4)
The upper part commutes because hQ is an F -algebra morphism, being the composite
hQ = mQ · eQ of the F -algebra homomorphism eQ : (µFI , α · inr) → (Q, δQ) with the G-
coalgebra homomorphism mQ : (Q, δ@Q)→ (νGO, β), which via adjoint transposition is also
an F -algebra homomorphism mQ : (Q, δQ)→ (νGO, β#). The central triangle commutes by
definition of β, and the lower right triangle by definition of γ. The commutativity of the
lower left part follows from the naturality of outr. It now follows that
(outr · j′N · hQ)# = outr# · Fj′N · FhQ naturality of (−)#
= j′N−1 · hQ · α · inr by (4)
= j′N−1 · hQ′ · α · inr by induction
= · · ·
= (outr · j′N · hQ′)# compute backwards
Since (−)# is injective, it follows that outr · j′N · hQ = outr · j′N · hQ′ , as required. J
I Remark A.6. For every language L : µFI → O there exists an automaton Q accepting L,
namely the automaton Q = µFI with output morphisms L : µFI → O.
We are prepared to prove our main result about minimal automata:
Proof of Theorem 2.11. Existence of Min(L). Fix an arbitrary automaton Q with LQ = L
(see Remark A.6). Viewing µFI as an automaton with output morphism LQ = fQ ·eQ : µFI →
O, the unique FI -algebra homomorphism eQ is an automata homomorphism. Analogously,
equipping νGO with the initial states mQ · iQ : I → νGO makes mQ : Q→ νGO an automata
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homomorphism. Thus mQ ·eQ is an automata homomorphism. Form its (E ,M)-factorization,
see Remark A.2:
µFI
eQ
}}
eMin(L)
$$ $$
Q
mQ
!!
Min(L)
zz
mMin(L)
zz
νGO
Then the automaton Min(L) is minimal by definition, and by the “if” direction of Proposi-
tion A.5, we have LMin(L) = LQ = L.
Universal property of Min(L). We show that for every minimal automaton Min(L) and
every reachable automaton R with LMin(L) = LR = L, there exists a unique automata
homomorphism from R to Min(L). To see this, note that LR = LMin(L) implies mR · eR =
mMin(L) · eMin(L) by the “only if” direction of Proposition A.5. Thus, by diagonal fill-in we get
a unique automata homomorphism h : R→ Min(L) such that the diagram below commutes:
µFI
eR
}}}}
eMin(L)
$$ $$
R
mR
!!
h // Min(L)
zz
mMin(L)
zz
νGO
Given any other automata homomorphism h′ : R  Min(L), we have h′ · eR = eMin(L) by
initiality of µFI . Thus h′ · eR = h · eR, which implies h′ = h because eR is epic.
Uniqueness of Min(L). Since every minimal automaton is reachable, the uniqueness up to
isomorphism follows immediately from the universal property established above. J
Details for the procedures “Extend s” and “Extend t”
Let S // s0 // S′ // s1 // FIS be the morphisms chosen in Step (1) of “Extend s”. The following
commutative diagram shows that S′ is a subcoalgebra FIS via s1:
FIS
FIσ // FIFIS
S′
OO
s1
OO
s1
// FIS
FIσ
;;
FIs0
// FIS
′
OO
FIs1
OO
Since s, s1 ∈M and FI preservesM, it follows that FIs·s1 : (S′, F1s0 ·s1) (FN+1I 0, FN+1I ¡)
is a subcoalgebra. Consequently, the update of s in Step (1) is well-defined.
A dual argument shows that in “Extend t”, the update in Step (1) is well-defined, i.e.
that t0 ·GOt : (GK+1O 1, GK+1O !) (T ′, t0 ·GOt1) is a quotient algebra.
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Details for Definition 3.6
For the diagonal fill-in δs,t to exist, we need to verify that for each pair (s, t) as in (2), the
square below is commutative:
FS
ls,t

Fes,t
// // FHs,t
r#s,t

Hs,t // ms,t
// T
where
ls,t = (FS
inr−→ I + FS = FIS
eFIs,t−−−−→ HFIs,t
cl−1s,t−−→ Hs,t)
and
rs,t = (Hs,t
cs−1s,t−−−→ Hs,GOt
ms,GOt−−−−−→ GOT = O ×GT outr−−→ GT ).
Proof. By definition of cls,t and css,t, the lower path of the square is equal to
FS
inr−→ FIS
hFIs,t−−−−→ T
and the upper path is equal to
FS
Fhs,GOt−−−−−→ FGOT outr
#
−−−→ T.
We therefore need to verify that the outside of the following diagram commutes:
FS
Fhs,GOt //
Fs
  
inr

FGOT
outr#

FFNI 0
FjN //
inr

F (µFI)
FeQ
//
inr

FQ
inr

FmQ
// F (νGO)
Fj′K+1
//
Fγ

FGK+1O 1
(∗)
FGOt
;;
FI(µFI)
α

FIeQ
// FIQ
αQ

FGO(νGO)
outr#

FN+1I 0
FIjN
;;
jN+1
// µFI eQ
// Q
mQ
// νGO
j′K
// GKO 1
t
##
FIS
FIs
>>
hFIs,t
// T
All parts except (∗) clearly commute either by definition or by naturality of inr : F → FI and
outr : GO → G. For (∗), note that the lower path is the adjoint transpose of
νGO
γ−→ GO(νGO) outr−−→ G(νGO) Gj
′
K−−−→ GGKO 1 Gt−−→ GT
the upper path is the adjoint transpose of
νGO
j′K+1−−−→ GK+1O 1
GOt−−−→ GOT outr−−→ GT,
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and the commutative diagram below shows that these two morphisms are equal:
νGO
j′K+1
//
γ

GK+1O 1
GOt //
outr

GOT
outr

GO(νGO)
GOj
′
K
99
outr

G(νGO)
Gj′K
// GGKO 1 Gt
// GT
This concludes the proof. J
Proof of Theorem 3.9
The proof of the correctness and termination of the Generalized L∗ Algorithm requires
some preparation. First, recall that for any endofunctor H, an H-coalgebra C γ−→ HC is
recursive [48] if for each H-algebra HA α−→ A there exists a unique coalgebra-to-algebra
homomorphism h from (C, γ) into (A,α); that is, h makes the square below commute.
C
h //
γ

A
HC
Hh
// HA
α
OO
Dually, an H-algebra HA α−→ A is corecursive if for each H-coalgebra C γ−→ HC there exists
a unique coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism h from (C, γ) into (A,α).
I Lemma A.7 (see [19], Prop. 6). For each recursive coalgebra C γ−→ HC, the coalgebra
HC
Hγ−−→ HHC is also recursive.
Barlocco et al. [13] model prefix-closed sets as recursive subcoalgebras of an initial algebra
µH. In our present setting, recursivity comes for free:
I Proposition A.8. Every subcoalgebra of (FNI 0, FNI ¡), N ≥ 0, is recursive.
In particular, this result applies to the subcoalgebras (S, σ) in the Generalized L∗ Algorithm.
Proof. Suppose that s : (S, σ) (FNI 0, FNI ¡) is a subcoalgebra for some N ≥ 0. We prove
that (S, σ) is recursive by induction on N .
For N = 0, note first that in any category D the initial object 0 has no proper subobjects.
(Indeed, suppose that m : S  0 is a subobject. Then the unique morphism ¡S : 0 → S
satisfies m · ¡S = id0 by initiality of 0, so m is both monic and split epic, i.e. an isomorphism.)
Consequently, we have (S, σ) = (0, ¡), and thus (S, σ) is recursive by initiality of 0.
For the induction step, suppose that N > 0, and let (A,α) be an arbitrary FI -algebra. We
need to prove that there is a unique coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism h : (S, σ)→ (A,α).
(1) Existence. Since (FNI 0, FNI ¡) is a recursive coalgebra by Lemma A.7, we have a unique
coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism h′ from (FNI 0, FNI ¡) to (A,α). Thus h = h′ · s is a
coalgebra-to-homomorphism from (S, σ) to (A,α).
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(2) Uniqueness. Suppose that h : (S, σ)→ (A,α) is a coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism.
Form the pullback of s and FN−1I ¡:
FN−1I 0 //
FN−1
I
¡
// FNI 0
S′
OO
s′
OO
//
m
// S
OO
s
OO
Note that FN−1I ¡ ∈ M because ¡ : 0 → FI0 = I lies in M by Assumption 2.3(3) and FI
preservesM by Assumption 2.3(5). Since in any factorization system (E ,M) the classM
is stable under pullbacks [2, Prop. 14.15], it follows that m, s′ ∈ M. Since FI preserves
pullbacks ofM-morphisms by Assumption 2.3(5), the upper right square in the diagram
below is a pullback, and the outer part commutes because s is a coalgebra homomorphism.
Thus, there is a unique morphism n making the two triangles commute:
FNI 0 //
FNI ¡ // FN+1I 0
FIS
′
OO
FIs
′
OO
//
FIm
// FIS
OO
FIs
OO
S
==
n
==
LL
s
??
00
σ
::
It follows that m : (S′, n ·m) (S, σ) and s′ : (S′, n ·m) (FN−1I 0, FN−1I ¡) are coalgebra
homomorphisms, as shown by the two commutative diagrams below:
S
σ // FIS
S′ //
m
//
OO
m
OO
S //
n
//
==
σ
==
FIS
′
OO
FIm
OO
FN−1I 0
FN−1
I
¡
// FNI 0
S′ //
m
//
OO
s′
OO
S //
n
//
>>
s
>>
FIS
′
OO
FIs
′
OO
By induction we know that the coalgebra (S′, n ·m) is recursive, that is, we have a unique
coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism g : (S′, n · m) → (A,α). Since also h · m : (S′, n ·
m) → (A,α) is coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism (being the composite of a coalgebra
homomorphism with a coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism), we get h ·m = g. Then the
commutative diagram below shows that h = α · FIg · n, i.e. h is uniquely determined by g.
S
n

h //
σ

A
FIS
′
FIg
<<FIm
// FS
FIh
// FA
α
OO (5)
J
Note that the proof of Proposition A.8 uses our assumption that FI preserves pullbacks
imM-morphisms. Since we do not require GO to preserve pushouts of E-morphisms, the
corresponding statement that every GO-quotient algebra of (GKO 1, GKO !) is corecursive does
not hold. However, we have the following weaker result:
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I Proposition A.9. At each stage of Generalized L∗, the algebra (T, τ) is corecursive.
Proof. Recall that (T, τ) is a quotient algebra t : (GKO 1, GKO !) (T, τ) for some K > 0. We
need to show that (1) (T, τ) is corecursive after its initialization in Step 0 of the algorithm,
and that (2) every application of “Extend t” preserves corecursivity.
Proof of (1). Initially, we have (T, τ) = (GO1, GO!). Since the algebra (1, !) is trivially
corecursive by terminality of 1, the dual of Lemma A.7 shows that (T, τ) is corecursive.
Proof of (2). Suppose that (T, τ) is corecursive. Applying “Extend t” replaces (T, τ) by the
algebra (T ′, t0 ·GOt1) (see the details for “Extend t” on page 22). Moreover, the following
diagram clearly commutes because τ = t1 · t0:
T T ′
t1oo GOT
t0oo
GOT
t0
OO
GOT
τ
OO
GOT
′
GOt1
oo
GOt1
OO
GOGOT
GOτ
OO
GOt0
oo
To show that (T ′, t0 ·GOt1) is corecursive, let (C, γ) be a GO-coalgebra. We need to prove
that there is a unique coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism h from (C, γ) into (T ′, t0 ·GOt1).
Existence. Since (T, τ) is corecursive, the algebra (GOT,GOτ) is also corecursive by the dual
of Lemma A.7. Thus, there exists a unique coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism h′ from
(C, γ) into (GOT,GOτ). It follows that h = t0 · h′ is a coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism
from (C, γ) into (T ′, t0 ·GOt1).
Uniqueness. Let h be a coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism from (C, γ) into (T ′, t0 ·GOt1),
and denote by g the unique coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism from (C, γ) into the core-
cursive algebra (T, τ). Since also t1 · h is such a homomorphism (being the composite of a
coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism with an algebra homomorphism), we have t1 · h = g.
From the commutative diagram below it then follows that h = t0 ·GOg · γ, which shows that
h is uniquely determined by g.
T ′ Choo
γ

GOT
t0
OO
GOT
′
GOt1
OO
GOC
GOh
oo
GOg
cc
J
I Lemma A.10. Let (s, t) be closed and consistent, and suppose that the algebra (T, τ) is
corecursive. Then the associated hypothesis automaton Hs,t (see Definition 3.6) is minimal.
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Moreover, the two diagrams below commute:
S //
s //
es,t
  
FNI 0
jN // µFI
eHs,t
||
Hs,t
Hs,t
ms,t
~~
mHs,t
""
T GKO 1t
oo νGO
j′K
oo
In particular, by Proposition A.9, this lemma applies to the pairs (s, t) constructed in the
Generalized L∗ Algorithm.
Proof. (1) We first prove that the left-hand diagram commutes. Consider the FI -algebra
structure on Hs,t given by
[is,t, δs,t] : FIHs,t → Hs,t.
Then es,t : (S, σ)→ (Hs,t, [is,t, δs,t]) is a coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphism, as shown by
the commutative diagram below:
S
es,t
//
σ

Hs,t
HFis,t
cl−1s,t
::
FIS
eFIs,t
;;
FIes,t
// FIHs,t
[is,t,δs,t]
OO
Indeed, the upper left part commutes by the definition of cls,t, and the lower right part
commutes by definition of is,t and δs,t (consider the two coproduct components of FIS =
I + FS separately).
Since also eHs,t · jN · s : (S, σ)→ (Hs,t, [is,t, δs,t]) is an coalgebra-to-algebra homomorph-
ism (being the composite of the FI -coalgebra homomorphism s, the coalgebra-to-algebra
homomorphism jN and the FI -algebra homomorphism eHs,t) and the coalgebra (S, σ) is
recursive by Proposition A.8, we conclude that es,t = eHs,t · jN · s.
(2) The proof that the right-hand diagram commutes is completely analogous: one views
Hs,t as a GO-coalgebra
〈fs,t, δ@s,t〉 : Hs,t → GOHs,t,
where δ@s,t : Hs,t → GHs,t denotes the adjoint transpose of δs,t : FHs,t → Hs,t, and shows that
both ms,t and t · j′K ·mHs,t are coalgebra-to-algebra homomorphisms from (Hs,t, 〈fs,t, δ@s,t〉)
into the corecursive algebra (T, τ).
(3) Since es,t ∈ E and ms,t ∈ M, it follows from the two commutative diagrams that
eHs,t ∈ E and mHs,t ∈M (see [2, Prop. 14.11]). Thus, the automaton Hs,t is minimal. J
An important invariant of the Generalized L∗ Algorithm is that the subcoalgebra s is pointed
and that the quotient algebra t is co-pointed:
I Definition A.11. An FI -coalgebra (R, %) is pointed if there exists a morphism iR such
that the left-hand triangle below commutes. Dually, a GO-algebra (B, β) is co-pointed if
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there exists a morphism fR such that the right-hand triangle below commutes:
I
iR //
inl
!!
R
%

FIR
O B
fBoo
GOB
outl
bb
β
OO
Note that if (R, %) is a subcoalgebra of (FMI 0, FMI ¡), then iR is necessarily unique because
FMI ¡ is monic by Assumptions 2.3(3). Dually for copointed quotient algebras of (GMO 0, GMO !).
I Lemma A.12. At each stage of the Generalized L∗ Algorithm, the coalgebra (S, σ) is
pointed and the algebra (T, τ) is co-pointed.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of steps of the algorithm required to construct
the pair (s, t). Initially, after Step (0), (S, σ) is equal to (I, FI ¡), and thus pointed via iS = idI .
I
id //
inl
  
I
FI ¡=inl

FII
Dually, (T, τ) is co-pointed via fT = idO.
Now suppose that at some stage of the algorithm, (S, σ) is pointed and (T, τ) is co-
pointed. We need to show that (S, σ) remains pointed after executing “Extend s” or adding
a counterexample to s, and that (T, τ) remains co-pointed after executing “Extend t”.
(1) Extend s. When calling “Extend s”, the coalgebra (S, σ) is replaced by the coalgebra
(S′, FIs0 · s1), see Remark 3.4. This coalgebra is pointed via iS′ = s0 · iS , as witnessed by
the commutative diagram below:
I
iS //
iS′
""
inl --
inl
++
S
s0 //
σ
!!
S′
s1

FIS
FIs0

FIS
′
(2) Extend t. Symmetric to (1).
(3) Adding a counterexample. Let (C, γ) be the counterexample added to (S, σ), and denote
by i : (S, σ) (S ∨ C, σ ∨ γ) the embedding. Then the coalgebra (S ∨ C, σ ∨ γ) is pointed
via iS∨C = i · iS , as shown by the commutative diagram below:
I
inl
88
iS //
iS∨C
%%
inl
  
S
σ

i // S ∨ C
σ∨γ

FIS
FI i
// FI(S ∨ C)
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J
I Lemma A.13. Let A be an automaton. For any pointed subcoalgebra r : (R, %) 
(FMI 0, FMI ¡), we have
iA = ( I
iR−→ R r−→ FMI 0 jM−−→ µFI eA−−→ A )
Dually, for any co-pointed quotient algebra b : (GMO 1, GMO !) (B, β), we have
fA = (A
mA−−→ νGO j
′
M−−→ GMO 1 b−→ B fB−−→ O ).
Proof. The first statement follows from the commutative diagram below, all of whose parts
either commute trivially or by definition.
I
iA //
iR

inl

inl
''
inl
''
inl
,,
A
FIA
αA
::
FIR
FIr // FM+1I 0
FIjM //
jM+1
))
FI(µFI)
FIeA
OO
α
##
R
r
//
%
>>
FMI 0 jM
//
FMI ¡
;;
µFI
eA
OO
The proof of the second statement is dual. J
I Proposition A.14. Let (s, t) be a closed and consistent pair as in (2), and suppose that t
is co-pointed. Then the hypothesis H = Hs,t satisfies
hHs,t = h
Q
s,t.
In particular, H and Q agree on inputs from S, that is,
LH · jN · s = LQ · jN · s.
Proof. (1) For the first equality, consider the following diagram:
FNI 0
jN // µFI
eQ

eHs,t

S
s
OO
es,t

Hs,t

ms,t

mHs,t

Q
mQ

T
GKO 1
t
OO
νGO
j′K
oo
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The outward commutes by definition of hs,t and since hs,t = ms,t · es,t. The upper left and
lower left parts commute by Lemma A.10. It follows that the remaining part commutes when
precomposed with jN · s and postcomposed with t · j′K , which gives hHs,t = hQs,t.
(2) The second equality follows by postcomposing both sides of the equality hHs,t = h
Q
s,t with
fT : T → O and applying Lemma A.13. J
The key to the termination of the learning algorithm lies is in the following result.
I Lemma A.15. Let (s, t) be a closed and consistent pair as in (2), and suppose that t is
co-pointed. Then for every counterexample c for Hs,t, the pair (s ∨ c, t) is not closed or not
consistent.
Proof. Suppose for the contrary that the pair (s ∨ c, t) is closed and consistent. Denote by
i : S  S ∨ C and i′ : C → S ∨ C
the two embeddings, satisfying (s∨ c) · i = s and (s∨ c) · i′ = c. Via diagonal fill-in we obtain
a unique j : Hs,t Hs∨c,t such that the following diagram commutes:
S //
i //
es,t

S ∨ C
es∨c,t

Hs,t //
j
//

ms,t

Hs∨c,t
{{
ms∨c,t
{{
T
We shall show below that j is an automata homomorphism. In particular, Hs,t and Hs∨c,t
accept the same language by Proposition A.4. Letting H = Hs∨c,t, we compute
LHs,t · jN · c = LH · jN · c since LHs,t = LH
= fH · eH · jN · c def. LH
= fT · t · j′K ·mH · eH · jN · c by Lemma A.13
= fT · t · j′K ·mH · eH · jN · (s ∨ c) · i′ def. i′
= fT · hHs∨c,t · i′ def. hHs∨c,t
= fT · hQs∨c,t · i′ by Proposition A.14
= · · ·
= LQ · jN · c compute backwards
This contradicts the fact that c is a counterexample for Hs,t.
To conclude the proof, it only remains to verify our above claim that j is an automata
homomorphism.
(1) j preserves transitions. Observe first that we have
ms,t · ls,t = ms∨c,t · ls∨c,t · Fi, (6)
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as shown by the commutative diagram below:
FS
Fi

ls,t
//
inr
((
Hs,t
ms,t

FIS
eFIs,t //
hFIs,t
,,
FI i

HFIs,t
mFIs,t
((
cl−1s,t
77
T
FI(S ∨ C)
hFI (s∨c),t
33
eFI (s∨c),t
// HFI(s∨c),t
mFI (s∨c),t
66
cl−1s∨c,t ''
F (S ∨ C)
inr
66
ls∨c,t
// Hs∨c,t
ms∨c,t
OO
Here the left-hand part commutes by naturality of inr, the central triangle commutes by
definition of h−,t (using that (s ∨ c) · i = s), and all remaining parts commute by definition.
Now, consider the following diagram:
FS
ls,t
//
Fi

Fes,t
((
Hs,t
ms,t

FHs,t
δs,t
//
Fj

Hs,t
j

T
FHs∨c,t
δs∨c,t
// Hs∨c,t
F (S ∨ C)
Fes∨c,t
66
ls∨c,t
// Hs∨c,t
ms∨c,t
OO
The outward commutes by (6), and all parts except the central square commute by definition.
It follows that also the central square commutes, because it commutes when precomposed
with the epimorphism Fes,t and postcomposed with the monomorphism ms∨c,t. Thus, j
preserves transitions.
(2) j preserves the initial state. Observe first that we have
ms,t · is,t = ms∨c,t · is∨c,t, (7)
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as shown by the commutative diagram below:
I
is,t
//
inl
''
Hs,t
ms,t

FIS
eFIs,t //
hFIs,t
,,
FI i

HFIs,t
mFIs,t
((
cl−1s,t
77
T
FI(S ∨ C)
hFI (s∨c),t
33
eFI (s∨c),t
// HFI(s∨c),t
mFI (s∨c),t
66
cl−1s∨c,t ''
I
inl
88
is∨c,t
// Hs∨c,t
ms∨c,t
OO
Now consider the following diagram:
I
is,t
// Hs,t &&
ms,t
&&
j

I
is∨c,t
// Hs∨c,t // ms∨c,t
// T
The outward commutes by (7), and the right-hand triangle by the definition of j. Thus the
left-hand part commutes, since it does when postcomposed with the monomorphism ms∨c,t.
This proves that j preserves the initial state.
(3) j preserves final states. The proof is analogous to (2). J
With the above results at hand, we are ready to prove Theorem 3.9:
Proof of Theorem 3.9. The algorithm only terminates if a hypothesis Hs,t constructed in
Step (2) is correct (i.e. accepts the same language as the unknown automaton Q), in which
case Hs,t is returned. This automaton is minimal by Lemma A.10, so Hs,t = Min(LQ).
Thus, we only need to verify that the algorithm eventually finds a correct hypothesis. For
any FI -subcoalgebra r : (R, %) (FMI 0, FMI ¡), let er andmr denote the (E ,M)-factorizations
of eQ · jM · r. Similarly, for any GO-quotient algebra b : (GMO 1, GMO !) (B, β), let eb and mb
denote the (E ,M)-factorization of b · j′M ·mQ.
R
r //
er
&& &&
FMI 0
jM // µFI
eQ
// Q
Qr
99
mr
99 Q
mQ
//
eb
&& &&
νGO
j′M // GMO 1
b // B
Qb
88
mb
88
Let (s, t) and (s′, t′) be two consecutive pairs appearing in an execution of the algorithm.
We show below that the following statements hold:
(1) If (s′, t′) emerges from (s, t) via “Extend s”, then ms < ms′ and et = et′ .
(2) If (s′, t′) emerges from (s, t) via “Extend t”, then ms = ms′ and et < et′ .
(3) If (s′, t′) emerges from (s, t) by adding a counterexample, then ms ≤ ms′ and et = et′
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Letting (s0, t0), (s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . . denote the sequence of pairs constructed in an execution
of the algorithm, it follows that we obtain two ascending chains
ms0 ≤ ms1 ≤ ms2 ≤ · · · and es0 ≤ es1 ≤ es2 ≤ · · · .
of subobjects and quotients of Q, respectively. By our assumption that Q is Noetherian,
both chains must stabilize, i.e. all but finitely many of the relations ≤ are equalities. By (1)
and (2), this implies that “Extend s” and “Extend t” are called only finitely often. Moreover,
whenever a counterexample is added to s, this must be immediately followed by a call of
“Extend s” oder “Extend t” by Lemma A.15. Thus also Step (2b) is executed only finitely
often. This proves that the algorithm necessarily terminates after finitely many iterations.
It remains to establish the above statements (1)–(3).
(1) An application of “Extend s” to (s, t) yields the new pair (s′, t′) with
s′ = FIs · s1 and t′ = t.
Thus, we trivially have et = et′ . Moreover, ms ≤ ms′ holds by the right-hand triangle in the
diagram below, where the morphism ns,s′ is obtained via diagonal fill-in:
S
s0

es // // Qs //
ms //

ns,s′

Q
S′
es′
// // Qs′
>>
ms′
>>
To prove ms < ms′ , we need to show that ns,s′ is not an isomorphism. To this end, consider
the unique morphisms ds and ds′ (defined via diagonal fill-in) such that the diagrams below
commute:
S
s //
es,t

es
"" ""
FNI 0
jN // µFI
eQ

Qs ##
ms
##
ds
||||
Hs,t

ms,t

Q
et
||
mQ

Qt||
mt
||
T GKO 1t
oo νGO
j′K
oo
S′ s
′
//
es′,t

es′
## ##
FN+1I 0
jN+1
// µFI
eQ

Qs′ $$
ms′
$$
ds′
zzzz
Hs′,t

ms′,t

Q
et
{{
mQ

Qt{{
mt
{{
T GKO 1t
oo νGO
j′K
oo
Moreover, observe that we have the following commutative diagram:
Hs′,t ))
ms′,t
))
S′
hs′,t
//
es′,t
66
s1
!!
T
FIS
hFIs,t
33
eFIs,t
// HFIs,t
<<
mFIs,t
<<
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By the choice of s1 in “Extend s”, we have eFIs,t · s1 ∈ E . The uniqueness of (E ,M)-
factorizations thus implies that, up to isomorphism,
Hs′,t = HFIs,t, es′,t = eFIs,t · s1, ms′,t = mFIs,t.
We now claim that the following diagram commutes:
Qs //
ns,s′
//
ds

Qs′
ds′

S
es,t

hs,t 
es
aaaa
s0 // S′
es′,t

es′
88
hs′,t
T
Hs,t
ms,t
77
//
cls,t
// HFIs,t = Hs′,t
ii
ms′,t
ii
(8)
All inner parts commute by definition. Thus also the outward commutes, since it does when
precomposed with the epimorphism es and postcomposed with the monomorphism ms′,t.
We are ready to prove our claim that ns,s′ is not an isomorphism. Suppose for the
contrary that it is. Since ds′ ∈ E , the diagram (8) yields cls,t · ds = ds′ · ns,s′ ∈ E . Thus
cls,t ∈ E . One the other hand, by definition of cls,t we have mFIs,t · cls,t = ms,t ∈ M and
thus cls,t ∈M. But from cls,t ∈ E ∩M it follows that that cls,t is an isomorphism [2, Prop.
14.6], contradicting the fact that the input pair (s, t) of “Extend s” is not closed.
(2) The proof is symmetric to (1).
(3) Adding a counterexample c means to to replace the pair (s, t) by the pair (s′, t′) with
s′ = s ∨ c and t′ = t.
Thus et = et′ . Letting i : (S, σ)  (S ∨ C, σ ∨ γ) = (S′, σ′) denote the embedding with
s = (s ∨ c) · i, diagonal fill-in yields a morphism ns,s′ making the diagram below commute:
S
i

es // // Qs //
ms //

ns,s′

Q
S′
es′
// // Qs′
>>
ms′
>>
This proves that ms ≤ ms′ . J
Details for Remark 3.10
Let k and m be the heights of the posets of subobjects and quotients of Q, respectively. The
proof of Theorem 3.9 shows that
(1) “Extend s” is executed at most k times;
(2) “Extend t” is executed at most m times;
(3) Step (2b) is executed at most k +m times.
Thus, if k,m ≤ n, Steps (1a), (1b) and (2b) are executed at most 2k + 2m ≤ 4n times.
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Details for Example 3.11
We show that orbit-finite sets have the claimed polynomial height. Let X be an orbit-finite
nominal set with n orbits. It is clear that chains of subobjects, i.e. equivariant subsets, of X
have length at most n. It remains to show the polynomial bound on chains of quotients.
The number of orbits decreases non-strictly along such a chain, and can strictly decrease at
most n times, so it suffices to consider chains of quotients that retain the same number of
orbits. Such quotients are sums of quotients of single-orbit sets, so it suffices to consider the
case where X has only one orbit. Then, all elements of X have supports of the same size k;
since this number decreases non-strictly along a chain of quotients, and can strictly decrease
at most k times, it suffices to consider chains of quotients that retain the same support size.
We now use the standard fact that X is a quotient of A∗k, the k-fold separated product
of A; the same, of course, holds for all quotients of X. A quotient of A∗k whose elements retain
supports of size k is determined by a subgroup G of the symmetric group Sk. (Specifically, the
quotient determined by G identifies (a1, . . . , ak) and (api(1), . . . , api(k)) for all (a1, . . . , ak) ∈
A∗k and pi ∈ G. Conversely, from a given quotient e : X → Y , we obtain G as consisting of
all pi ∈ Sk such that e identifies (a1, . . . , ak) and (api(1), . . . , api(k)) for all (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ A∗k.)
The given chain of quotients thus corresponds to a chain of subgroups of Sk, which for k ≥ 2
has length at most 2k − 3 [11].
Proof of Theorem 4.11
Suppose that L is recognized via e : TI → (A,α) and p : A → O, where (A,α) is a finite
T-algebra. We may assume that e ∈ E . (Otherwise consider the (E ,M)-factorization
TI e
′
// // (A′, α′) // m // (A,α) of e. Since Df is closed under subobjects, L is recognized
by the finite T-algebra (A′, α′) via e′ and p ·m, i.e. we can replace e by e′.)
Since (F, δ) forms a weak automata presentation, the object A can be equipped with an F -
algebra structure δA : FA→ A such that e : (TI, δ) (A, δA) is an F -algebra homomorphism.
Equipping TI and A with the initial states ηI : I → TI and e · ηI : I → A, respectively, we
can view TI and A as FI -algebras and e as an FI -algebra homomorphism. By initiality of
µFI , it follows that eA = e · eTI . It follows that the diagram below commutes, which proves
that the automaton (A, δA, e · ηI , p) accepts the language lin(L) = L · eTI .
µFI
eTI // //
eA
!!
TI
e

L // O
A
p
>> (9)
Since A is finite, we conclude that lin(L) is regular. J
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Proof of Theorem 4.13
The proof is illustrated by the diagram below:
µFI
eTI // //
lin(L)
##
eA

TI
e
}}}}
e′

L // O
A
fA
MM
B
h
oo
p′
>>
Let A = Min(lin(L)) be the minimal automaton for the language lin(L). Equipping TI
with the initial states ηI : I → TI and the final states L : TI → O, we can view TI as an
automaton accepting lin(L) = L · eTI . Since eTI ∈ E (that is, the automaton TI reachable),
Theorem 2.11 shows that there exists a unique automata homomorphism e : TI  A. We
now prove the theorem by establishing the following claims:
Claim 1. For every finite quotient T-algebra e′ : TI  (B, β) that recognizes L, there exists
a unique h : B → A with e = h · e′.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.11, B can be viewed as a reachable automaton recognizing
lin(L). By minimality of A, there is an automata homomorphism h : B → A. We have
h · e′ · eTI = e · eTI
because both sides are FI -algebra homomorphisms from µFI to B and µFI is initial. Thus
h · e′ = e because eTI is epic.
Claim 2. The automaton A can be equipped with T-algebra structure (A,αA) such that
e : TI  (A,αA) is a T-homomorphism.
Proof. Since L is T-recognizable, we have L = p′ · e′ for some finite quotient T-algebra
e′ : T (B, β) and some p′ : A→ O. By Claim 1, we e = h · e′ for some h, which shows that
e is T-refinable. Since (F, δ) forms an automata presentation, we obtain the desired αA.
Claim 3. e : TI  (A,αA) is a syntactic T-algebra for L.
Proof. The homomorphism e recognizes L via fA: we have
L · eTI = lin(L) = fA · eA = fA · e · eTI
and eTI is epic, i.e. L = fA · e. The universal property of e now follows from Claim 1. J
